Computer Engineering, General

- Ch E 528: Polymer Processing
- Cp E 421: Embedded Systems Design
- Cp E 431: Computer Architecture
- Cp E 432: Testing of Computing Systems
- Cp E 461: Senior Design in Computer Engineering I
- Cp E 462: Senior Design in Computer Engineering II
- ECE 361: Design and Design Tools in ECE
- EI E 235: Principles of Digital Systems
- EI E 236: Digital Systems Laboratory I
- EI E 337: Digital Systems Laboratory II
- EI E 385: Advanced Digital Systems
- EI E 386: Advanced Digital Systems Laboratory
- EI E 485: Microprocessor Systems Engineering
- EI E 486: Microprocessor Systems Engr Lab
- EI E 487: Digital Signal Processing Laboratory
- EI E 536: Introduction to Quantum Computing
- Engr 661: Computer Networks II
- Engs 686: Computer Networks